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Abstract The quickest path problem is related to the classical shortest path problem,
but its objective function concerns the transmission time of a given amount of data
throughout a path, which involves both cost and capacity. The K-quickest simple
paths problem generalises the latter, by looking for a given number K of simple
paths in non-decreasing order of transmission time.
Two categories of algorithms are known for ranking simple paths according to the
transmission time. One is the adaptation of deviation algorithms for ranking shortest
simple paths (Pascoal et al. in Comput. Oper. Res. 32(3):509–520, 2005; Rosen et
al. in Comput. Oper. Res. 18(6):571–584, 1991), and another is based on ranking
shortest simple paths in a sequence of networks with fixed capacity lower bounds
(Chen in Inf. Process. Lett. 50:89–92, 1994), and afterwards selecting the K quickest
ones.
After reviewing the quickest path and the K-quickest simple paths problems we
describe a recent algorithm for ranking quickest simple paths (Pascoal et al. in Ann.
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